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    Abstract

        
            The laminar flow downstream of fine-mesh screens is studied experimentally and numerically. Two different screen types are examined experimentally, both with open areas greater than 50% and wire dimensions less than 100 {mu}m. Such screens produce flow disturbances of much smaller scale than those examined in most previous studies of flow-conditioning screens and grid-generated turbulence. Instead of using standard woven-wire screens, high- uniformity screens are used which are fabricated by photoetching holes into 50.8 {mu}m thick Inconel sheets. The holes thus produced are square with rounded corners, arranged to form a square array, with a minimum wire thickness (located halfway between wire crossings) of D = 50.8 {mu}m. A flow facility has been constructed for experiments with these screens. Air at 85 kPa and 295 K is passed through each screen at upstream velocities of 1 to 12 m/s, yielding Reynolds numbers Re{sub D} = {rho}UD/{mu} in the range 2 {le} Re{sub D} {le} 35. Pressure drops across the screens are measured at these conditions using pressure transducers and manometers. From these data, the Reynolds number dependence of the drag coefficient c{sub D} is determined. Three-dimensional flow simulations are performed using the spectral-element code NEKTON. The geometry of the photoetchedmore » screens is simulated by a similar geometry with the same open area and minimum wire thickness. The drag coefficients are determined from the computed pressure differences across the screens and are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values, although the agreement degrades slightly with increasing Reynolds number. Such correlations are applicable for the present screens so long as the correct choices for screen open area fraction O and minimum wire thickness D are used in correlation. 12 refs., 11 figs.« less
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                    Three-dimensional simulations of airflow through an electrically heated screen using the spectral-element code NEKTON

                    
                        Conference
                            Torczynski, J
                            

                    The spectral element computational fluid dynamics code NEKTON (Nektonics/Creare.x) is used to simulate airflow through an electrically heated screen. The inflow velocity of the air is uniform, constant, and oriented normal to the screen, which is taken to be a flat plate with a square array of circular holes. A voltage difference imposed across the screen sets up an electrical current within it for resistive heating. NEKTON is used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, the energy transport equation, and Laplace's equation to determine the fluid flow through and downstream of the screen, the heat transport within both the fluid andmore » the screen, and the voltage distribution (and resultant resistive heating) within the screen, respectively. Steady solutions are presented for wire-width Reynolds numbers in the 5--10 range. Difficulties related to this application of NEKTON are discussed. 4 refs., 7 figs., 4 tabs.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Growth and characterization of metal oxide whiskers for aerosol filtration

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Brewer, J
                            

                    When grown on a phosphor bronze screen, copper oxide whiskers enhance the capture efficiency due to inertial impaction by orders of magnitude, particularly for small aerosols (D/sub p/ approx. = 1.0 ..mu..m) at low flow rates (U approx. = 1.0 m/s). The increased pressure drop is small and most of it is due to the oxide layer. Impaction efficiencies for the unoxidized screens were correlated with an adjusted Stokes number which employed a hydrodynamic factor. The hydrodynamic factor accounted for the Reynolds number dependence and the dependence on the solids fraction. We used boundary layer theory to predict the Reynoldsmore » number dependence and Kuwabara's flow cell model to correct for the influence of neighboring wires on the flow field. The adjusted Stokes number was not needed to correlate the results for the oxidized screens. Impaction efficiencies correlated well with the unadjusted Stokes number. The addition of the copper oxide whiskers on the collector surface increased the drag such that the influence of the fluid inertia was not important for the conditions investigated. The added whiskers created a zone of capture which enhanced filtration efficiencies orders of magnitude.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Experimental determination of drag coefficients in low-density polyurethane foam

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Adams, M
                            

                    We describe several experiments performed at the LLNL Site 300 firing range and on the LLNL 1/3 scale gun to investigate the deceleration of small projectiles (l {approx} 3-5 [mm]) in low-density foam ({rho} {approx} 0.08-0.32 [g/cm{sup 3}]). The experiments at the firing range researched a passive velocity diagnostic based on Faraday's law of induction, while experiments on the 1/3 scale gun investigated the effects of varying projectile surface area, projectile shape, and foam density on the drag coefficient c{sub d}. Analysis shows that the velocity diagnostic has an uncertainty on the order of 1 percent for projectiles with velocitymore » v {approx} 0.8-1.2 [km/s]. The 1/3 scale gun experiments, dubbed the Krispy Kreme series, included nine shots considering the combinations of 3 projectile surface areas with 3 target densities. The experiments used Tantalum square surface area block projectiles (with an initial velocity v{sub 0} {approx} 1.2 [km/s], a common thickness T = 2.67 [mm], and square side lengths of 3, 4, and 5 [mm]) decelerating in polyurethane foams (with densities {rho}{sub f} of 0.08, 0.16 and 0.32 [g/cm{sup 3}]). Standard fluid models of the Krispy Kreme experiments predict Reynolds numbers Re {approx} 10{sup 5} - 10{sup 6}, Mach numbers Ma {approx} 0.5-2.0, and drag coefficients c{sub d} {approx} 2-3. However, the data indicate that c{sub d} = 1.1-1.2 (c{sub d} = 1.7) for all three block projectiles in the 0.08 and 0.16 [g/cm{sup 3}] targets (0.32 [g/cm{sup 3}] target). First, we conclude that the drag force on projectiles in solid polyurethane foam is less than in fluids with equivalent dimensionless parameters. This result is also supported by an additional Krispy Kreme experiment that used a disk projectile (with diameter d = 4.51 [mm] and thickness T = 2.67 [mm]) penetrating a target with density {rho} = 0.16 [g/cm{sup 3}], i.e., the fluid-like c{sub d} = 1.15 while the measured c{sub d} = 0.63. Second, we conclude that the measured drag coefficient in the lower density foam targets is less than in the larger density foam target. This result is corroborated by firing range experiments with M855 NATO bullets (with diameter 5.56 [mm], mass 4.1 [g], and initial velocity {nu}{sub 0} {approx} 800 [m/s]) fired from an M16 rifle, i.e., c{sub d} = 0.3 (c{sub d} = 0.6) in the 0.16 [g/cm{sup 3}] (0.32 [g/cm{sup 3}]) target. We propose future 1/3 scale gun experiments using a passive velocity diagnostic with increased spatial resolution as well as simple spherical projectiles with 0.5 and 1.0 [cm] diameters.« less
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                    Investigation of particle-laden flow in a straight duct using large eddy simulation

                    
                        Conference
                            Fairweather, M; Yao, J
                            

                    A particle-laden turbulent flow in a square duct is predicted using large eddy simulation (LES). The simulation is performed for a Reynolds number of 35,500, and correctly predicts the existence of secondary flows and their effects on the mean flow. The results are also in good qualitative agreement with experimental data obtained at different Reynolds numbers. One-way coupling is assumed between solid particles and the fluid, and a particle equation of motion, including Stokes drag, lift, buoyancy and gravity force terms, solved using a Lagrangian particle tracking technique. Three sizes of particle (1, 50 and 100 {mu}m) are considered, andmore » results demonstrate that size has a significant effect on particle dispersion and deposition in the duct flow. As particle size increases, therefore, they tend to settle on the floor of the duct, with less dispersion in the fluid phase. The study demonstrates the usefulness of LES for nuclear waste processing applications since secondary flows occur in many practically-relevant flows, and since it is desirable that the two-phase waste mixture is kept as homogeneous as possible to prevent, or at least discourage, the settling out of solid particles to form a bed which can promote pipe blockages. (authors)« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Laminar flow past colinear spheres with fluid injection

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Chiang, H; Kleinstreuer, C - Journal of Fluids Engineering; (United States)
                            

                    This paper discusses a validated computer simulation model, developed for the analysis and design of colinear porous sphere systems in a convective stream. Using a modified and extended finite element software package, the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations have been solved describing laminar axisymmetric flow past closely spaced monodisperse spheres with fluid injection. Of interest are the coupled nonlinear interaction effects on the fluid flow patterns and ultimately on the drag coefficient of each sphere for different free stream Reynolds numbers (20 {le} Re {le} 200) and intersphere spacings (1.5 {le} d{sub ij} {le} 6.0) in the presence of fluid injection (0more » {le} {upsilon}{sub b} {le} 0.1). At small spacings and low Reynolds numbers, fluid injection causes earlier flow separation while for Re {ge} 100 surface blowing is more influential in altering the recirculation zones between spheres and thickening the boundary layers. As a result, the total drag of each sphere decreases with increasing blowing intensity although the pressure or form drag of the first sphere may increase at small spacings.« less
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